Hello humans from XXI Century.
Let introduce myself. My name is Archie. I’m an
algorithm and my job is to to combine historical
archives with data from developing of present
and upcoming technologies. In this way I'm able
to set up stadistic predictions for how things
will be in the future. Now I’m here to explain all
this stuff to you. In this journey we’ll cover
several stages of human developing, from the
near future until the Space Expanse. I hope it
will be interesting to all you.

What
will things
be like


Book size
21,5 x 27,6 cms

The project will be developed in a series of three

Of course, as in all projects of Alababalà, the aim is

books. Each page will be dedicated to an invention,

to make books entertaining and easy to read, in

a technology or a specific concept, explained in a

which both children and parents enjoy and learn,

very visual way, combining illustration and text.

but always maintaining scientific rigor.

BOOK 1

BOOK 2

BOOK 3

Present and next two
decades (...-2040)

Half Century
(2040-2080)

From a hundred years and
beyond (2100-...)

In this book we want to teach the
changes that are coming nowadays
and that are already a reality, by way
of example:

This part will also be very
interesting because it will cover
topics that we will probably live and
for now seems science fiction:

It is a vision of the future of
humanity in the long term based on
ideas with large consensus upon at
a scientific level. A book to reflect
on us, humankind, and our future as
a species.

History of Science (TimeLine)
Positioning systems (Galileo)
Drones.
Screen paper (organic)
Screen Technology (Flexible)
3d printers.
Autonomous cars
Smart roads.
New Materials. Graphene
Space rocket (Space X).
Etc...

The future Internet.
Virtual reality. (Also at the
medical level)
The quantum computer.
Artificial intelligence.
Robotic
Nanorobots.
The new medicine (doctor IA,
scanners).
Pharmacogenetics
Colonize the Moon
Trips manned to Mars.
Etc...
BOOK 3

Our species How many have we
been?
Will we make it on the Planet?
Planetary travel.
Types of Civilizations (0,
Planetary, Stellar, Galáctica)
Control the Climate
Spatial mining.
We moved.
Dyson sphere.
Interstellar travel.
When we are no longer human
Etc...
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